University of Birmingham
Mathematics with Business Management MSci
Details
This four-year course has a student satisfaction rating of 90%.
How do you know you are running your business as efficiently and profitably as possible? From designing the bidding rules for acquiring 3G phone licences, or the
routing of delivery lorries, to cutting carpet roll efficiently, mathematics plays a key role in running businesses.
This four-year programme is designed to prepare you for high-level management positions and is an integrated programme of mathematics and business-related topics.
Two-thirds of your degree involves studying the mathematics, computing, and statistics used in analysing the types of problems thrown up in the business context. The
rest of your time is spent in the Birmingham Business School studying the theory and practice of running a business, covering such subjects as economics, marketing
and finance.

First year
The first year develops the basic techniques in mathematics, statistics and computing that you will need in later years. It also provides an introduction to business,
finance and economics through modules given by the Birmingham Business School.

Second year
The second year introduces you to some of the more advanced areas of business mathematics, such as linear programming, allowing you to develop your particular
strengths and interests in the third year. You also take modules in financial decision making, marketing and human resource management. Normally students choose
whether to remain on the MSci, or switch to the three year BSc, (/undergraduate/courses/maths/mathematics-business.aspx) at the end of their second year.

Third year
The third year involves a mixture of compulsory and optional modules. You study topics such as game theory, mathematical finance, heuristic optimisation and supply
chain management.

Fourth year
In the final year of the MSci you take high-level modules in management mathematics and business. Integral to the fourth year is the large project module, which you
study under the guidance of an individual supervisor. Here you might choose to undertake advanced theoretical work or tackle a real-world problem by analysing data
provided by companies; the latter offering excellent employment contacts and possibilities.
Generic skills-training, focusing on transferable skills and employability, is embedded throughout the course from the outset, and will ensure that you are equipped
with the ICT, presentation, team-working and problem–solving skills which will enhance your employability on graduation.
BSc or MSci? The BSc provides you with an excellent preparation for entering employment, whilst the four-year, MSci, gives you greater choice and the chance to
explore the cutting edge of business mathematics, particularly with project work. The first two years of this BSc course are interchangeable with, and identical to, our
MSci programme (G1N2 (/undergraduate/courses/maths/mathematics-business.aspx) ), which means you can delay your final choice of degree (BSc or MSci) until the
end of Year 2. MSci study is dependent upon performance so you will need to successfully complete Year 2 with a high 2ii to remain on to the MSci programme

Other options
Maths undergraduate degree courses (/schools/mathematics/undergraduate/index.aspx)

Related links
Grants and scholarships (/schools/mathematics/undergraduate/grants-scholarships.aspx)

Why study this course
Studying any mathematics course at Birmingham will expand your knowledge and understanding of the world, helping you to become a sought-after graduate wherever
there is a call for logical thinking and statistical or strategic knowledge.
At Birmingham, we provide a first-rate education that involves a range of learning environments, developing many skills to prepare you for future employment or further
study. The School of Mathematics was one of only two maths departments in the country to be awarded full marks in the last national Assessment of Quality in
Education.
The Mathematics Learning Resource Centre here provides an excellent environment for undergraduates to work independently, in groups, or with help from postgraduate
students.
From 2000-2011, the university housed the national headquarters of the Maths, Stats & OR Network (MSOR)
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/mathematics/MSOR/index.aspx) , a subject centre of the Higher Education Academy. Between August 2009 and July 2012 we
host a major national education programme that champions Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) (http://www.hestem.ac.uk/) teaching at
universities throughout England and Wales.

Fees and funding
Standard fees (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/fees/standard) apply
Learn more about fees and funding
(/undergraduate/fees/loans.aspx)

Scholarships
Learn more about the University of Birmingham's scholarships and awards (/undergraduate/fees/funding/index.aspx) .
The School of Mathematics offers a range of scholarships; further details can be found by visiting our School of Mathematics undergraduate grants and
scholarships page (/schools/mathematics/undergraduate/grants-scholarships.aspx) .

Entry requirements
Number of A levels required: 3

Typical offer: A*AA
Required subjects and grades: A level Mathematics at grade A*; Further Mathematics is not required, but would be advantageous.
General Studies: Not accepted, but a grade A may be considered if you fail to meet your offer
Additional information:
Other qualifications are considered - learn more about entry requirements (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/requirements) . We are happy to discuss your
individual offer with you.
International students:
International Baccalaureate Diploma: 36 points, including 6 points in Mathematics at HL; SL Further Mathematics is not required but would be advantageous
Standard English language requirements apply
Learn more about international entry requirements (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/requirements/international)
Depending on your chosen course of study, you may also be interested in the Birmingham Foundation Academy, a specially structured programme for international
students whose qualifications are not accepted for direct entry to UK universities. Further details can be found on the foundation academy web pages
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/foundation-academy/Pathways/index.aspx) .

How to apply
Apply through UCAS at www.ucas.com (http://www.ucas.com/)
Learn more about applying (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/apply)

Key Information Set (KIS)
Key Information Sets (KIS) are comparable sets of information about full- or part-time undergraduate courses and are designed to meet the information needs of
prospective students.
All KIS information has been published on the Unistats website and can also be accessed via the small advert, or ‘widget’, below. On the Unistats website
(http://unistats.direct.gov.uk) you are able to compare all the KIS data for each course with data for other courses.
The development of Key Information Sets (KIS) formed part of HEFCE’s work to enhance the information that is available about higher education. They give you access
to reliable and comparable information in order to help you make informed decisions about what and where to study.
The KIS contains information which prospective students have identified as useful, such as student satisfaction, graduate outcomes, learning and teaching activities,
assessment methods, tuition fees and student finance, accommodation and professional accreditation.

Related links
Maths undergraduate degree courses - School of Mathematics (/schools/mathematics/undergraduate/index.aspx)
Scholarships and prizes, Undergraduates, School of Mathematics (/schools/mathematics/undergraduate/grants-scholarships.aspx)
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